GHS INNOVATION LAB

GHSInnovationLab.com
ghsinnovationlab@greenwich.k12.ct.us
(203) 863-8867 | Office: GHS 520

GHS Innovation Lab is devoted to fostering creativity, curiosity, and purpose within an interdisciplinary and
academically rigorous college preparatory curriculum. Teachers blend core disciplines to create STEM and
Humanities in a project-based approach. Students develop the skills and content knowledge they require by
connecting to questions and topics of interest. With guidance, they discover their passions and influence the
community at large.

Innovation Lab: Is it right for you?
What’s cross-disciplinary?
It’s putting your academic subjects
together in a way that helps you
understand why content is being taught.

Hate running out of time when you’re in class?
In the GHS block schedule, time is fixed and
organized around subjects. In Innovation Lab,
the time flexes with your needs, and that of
your core subjects.
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Cross-disciplinary example:

Climate change affects all of us.
Study how it affects the
environment, what the
government’s role is,
how to use data to show
Sci the media’s
change, and how
bias plays a role.
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Great ideas are meant to be spread.
Innovation Lab helps you find the right
audience for your work. You will not just
complete an assignment for a grade, but to
make a real difference in the community.
Come see our students’ work at the Bruce
Museum on Feb. 6 between 6:30-8:30 PM!
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Looking to learn how to use the tools
the experts use? Innovation Lab places
a focus on using the right technology
for the job.

I want in! What should I do now?
We’re glad you’re excited! Get the ball rolling with a
short application to help us learn about you. After,
expect to hear from us. We will schedule an
interview with you. You can email us or ask your
counselor for more information.
Application go to→ ghsinnovationlab.com/apply

2019-2020 School Year Timeline:
11/26/2018 - online application opens
11/26/2018-3/25/2019- student interviews
February-InLab presentations to parents and students
3/18/2018- online application closes
March and April 2019- notification of acceptance

GHS Innovation Lab
For more information about InLab visit www.innovationlab.com

“Students manage their own
learning.” -Chloe

“Exhibition of student work is an effective
way to learn and to connect with our
community.” -Pierce

“The projects engage students to
learn content.” -Grayson

“The learning experience relates to
real life.” -Joey

“You get one-on-one time with your
teachers.” -Fjolla

“We all know each other.” -Tess

